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EXPERIENCE IN TRS TRIAL ROLLING 
OF 13 KG. MSDIU2€ RAIL AND NO. 7.5 ANGLE STEEL 
II 500/300 DOUBLE TRACK STKiL ROLLING SHOP 

PefpinsT'TJo 8, I960, 
Page 457 

Iron and Steel Research 
Institute, 

Ministry of Metallurgical 
Industry; Tsingtao Iron 
and Steel Plant No 3 

[The following is an extract from the 
above mentioned article,] 

w&m*» 

first estimates, production can be 
[both] 18 kg medium rails ana in 

i>0 

increased by  40$ in 
No» 7,5 angle steel by the adoption of the double track 
rolling; method in 500/300 small-scale steel-rolling 
shops„ 

The double trao>: rolling system has become one 
Item of the new technological revolution in small 
steel-rolling shops for the greater.« faster, better and 
more economical establishment of socialism. By ration- 
al and organized arrangement, two shops can be made 
from the equipment and foundation of an already exist- 
ing shop so that all equipment can be used to the full- 
est to increase tbe quantity and to Improve the quality 
of products» 

Thus, in the Second National Small and Medium 
Steel-Rolling Conference the Ministry of Metallurgical 
Industry strongly advocated the general adoption of the 
double-track-steel-rolling system,.for the development 
of a technological revolution in steel-rolling, with 
emphasis on fast and multiple production. According 
to"this principle and in order to satisfy local needs 
for varied products, we applied the double track system 
to 500/300 small steel-rolling; mills, using 6 inch 

_l 



steel ingot for the 18 kg medium rails and No, 7.5 
angle steel« Steel of two different cross-sections 
can be manufactured simultaneously.- To 500/300 rolling. 
tnilla, this is new, especially the rolling of No. 7.5 
angle steal which has- never been clone before. 

—* 

J- -J 
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RESEARCH AND TEST MANUFACTURE OF 
15 KINDS OF NEW STANDARD BOROM STEEL. 

Kan« T'iefe, 
Peiping. 
Page 463 

&o„ 8,  1,96 n' 
Wang Shih-chang, • 
Chang Fleisch3 iag,; 

Kao ChHng-ch'uan, 
Sung P'i-kang 
Hsu Shu-chu&ns» 
Iron & Steel Research 
Institutes Ministry of 
Metallurgical Industry; 
Ta-yeh Steel Plant 

[The following is the conclusion of the 
above-nsentioned article*] 

L 

'of the trial, the production of 
difficult to handle. Boron steel 
srties. -Boron has an obvious effect 

From results 
boron steel is not 
has very good props 
in increasing the temper of Gteel. However, much work 
must be done in ord 
•systematically the 
for the further oev 

.Summarizing 
following opinion? 

er to investigate thoroughly and 
specific properties of boron ateel 
elopment of our boron-steel system. 
what has been said, v/e arrive, at the 

(1) The 15 kinds of boron steel can be official- 
lnto production according to the new standard 

„rements. The temper and mechanical properties 
ly pui 
requiü 
of boron steel are as- good as the corresponding nichrome 
steel. 

rate 
trie 
tion 

(2) During the smelting process 
of-boron 

the recovery • 
can be-'stabilised at 40-50$. If a elect« 

furnace is used, the first'method of boron addi- 
ia better« More aluminum' (-1.2 kg/ton) should ■ 

- 3 



' be added to boron steel with low carbon content, and   » 
the amount of Ti can be reduced to 0.04$ (including 
loss). Consideration can be given to the standardiza- 
tion of the amounts of Al, Ti» ana B added to steel 
of various typee. Modified boron steel can be reduced 
without using 'vollaatonite. However, wollastonite 
may best be used for boron steel containing carbon, 
though Al can be used as a substitute. 

(3) Silicon Is introduced along with the addi-  — 
tion of boron iron and titanium Iron, and a portion 
of silicon is reduootf IT «aluminum. Generally, after 
the refining process, the asount of silicon is increas- 
ed by aonrexim&tely 0,10% and this should be estimated 
before hand* After the addition of boron an adequate 
period of time should be allowed to. pass before carry- 
ins -out the casting process so that the dispersion of 
boron can be even, 

(4) Boron steel is easy to forge and when steel 
ingot has been converted into steel, the gradual codl- 
ing process can be reduced or even cancelled. Because 
of"low degree of hardness, the flame can be reduced 
easily» 

(5) Due to the high degree of quenchabllity,    • 
strength and hardness of boron steel containing carbon, 
research on boron steel with low carbon content may be 
considered for the making of accessories that do not 
need a very hard core* 

(6) Boron steel of different dimensions but with 
a compressibility larger than 4 has basically similar 
mechanical properties. 

(?) Boron does not Increase the tempering.stabi- 
lity of steel nor is there obvious indication that it 
is disadvantageous to the tempering brittienesa of 
steel at room temperature. 

(8) The mechanical properties and quenchabllity 
of boron steel, which is tempered after initial roast- 
ing, are slightly better than that quenched directly 
without roasting. However, the difference is not 
great. 

(9) Whether there is any increase in non-metallic 
impurities in boron steel still awaits investigation. 
Besides the direct effect of boron, indirect effect due 
to the addition of aluminum and titanium should also 
be considered. 

i. -I 
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'        (10) Boron has very strong effect in raisins   * 
the .quenchability of carbon and alloy steel.. In car- 
bon steel the hardening factor of boron is «about 2-2.5 
and about 1.5-2 in alloy steel» When permanganates, 
manganese molybdenites and chromium aianganates are 
present, the effect' is even stronger. 

(11) The rat© of growth of crystal in boron 
steel is about 7-8 Xevel~at temperatures below 950°C, 

~ " so basically there'is no coarsening. At temperatures — 
above 1000°C garcwth foesins and sometimes uneven cry- 
stals atvnear but since heat treatment is usually below 
1000°C,' there is no practical problem» Aluminum has 
a retarding effect for crystal growth in steel but 
since the amount of Al added in forging boron steel 
has already been too muoh, the effect is greatly re- ■ 
duced. This may be the reason that the crystal size 
of boron steel grows easily. Ti has a stronger effect 
on the crystal growth of boron steel at high temperature. 
This is worth-while to investigate. 

(12) In cross-sections of steel of larger dimen- 
sion boron distributes quite evenly and preliminary 
investigation -shows no refraction« 

fl3) Too'much boron (0.007-0.OO87O will make 
the steel brittle thus reducing the ballistic tenacity 
of the steel. 

(14) However we should be tolerant of the amount 
of boron in steel. Boron should be measured by the 
quenchability of the steel. Quenchability must be 
raised considerably if boron diffuses into steel. 
Therefore, measurement based on quenchability is very 
reliable• 

(15) Of the 24 furnaces, furnace 20CrMnB was 
found to have a superheating phenomenon. This should 
be noted. During actual manufacture, temperatures 
should be controlled not to exceed 1250°C, 

twi*"— 
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OF HIGH  ALUMINUM 
NON-FIRE BRICK ON   TK2 TOP OP ELECTRIC FURNACES 

Pelpiiiffy  xfo, 
Page 479 

196( 
Iron and Steel Re» 
s earch Institute, 

Ministry of Metallur- 
gical Industry; 

Po-shaii Shantung Re- 
fractory Materials 
Factory, Shantung 

[The following ia ah extract from the 
above-mentioned article.-1 

High aluminura non-fire brick used for the top 
of electric furnaces shows good stability of heat and 
volume; seldom la there cracking or falling apart; 
duration is longer than fire bricks of the &&;m  olasa. 

Refractory materials used for the electric fur« 
nace directly affect the various indices of production 
of steel-Ingot. Since 1955, high aluminum refractory 
materials have been widely used for electric furnace 
tops and have adequately indicated their excellence. 

As a consequence of the rapid advancement of 
the metallurgical industry and the ever-increasing 
strength of forged substances, the demand for refrac- 
tory materials both in quantity and quality is also 
increasing day by day.  In recant years, the duration 
of electric furnace tope have shown tendencies of be- 
coming, shorter and. shorter in certain plants. One of 
the reasons is that the resistance to rapid change of 
temperature in high aluminum bricks is not sufficient. 
Under high temperature the surface of the brick fre- 
quently falls apart in lumps, 



Beginning [experiments] in 1957, the Iron and   • 
Steel Research institute has succeeded in making a 
tyoe of high aluminum non-fire briote, first in the 
laboratory then in the Shantung Refractory Materials 
Factory. This type of brick simplifies the production 
process and lowers the cast of production, and it has 
ffiuch better heat stability and density than the present 
high aluminum fire bricks. In order to determine its 
technological and eoononxo value in Industry, a test 
waa carried out on the top of No. 6 eleotric furnace 
in a certain factory in i'laroh 1959. The results show- 
ed good efficiency and brick duration exceeded the av- 
erage duration of high aluminum bricks of the same class 
used in recent years by that factory» 

JL 
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NEW METHOD FOB TBS DETERMINATION 
OP SULFUR CONTENT IK■COAL 

Kan« T'ieh 
Pei-oing, No. 8, lyoO, 
Paae 482 

Shen Iu<~ming% 
Scientific* Research 
laboratory, 

Kiangsu Bsu-chou Min- 
ing Bureau 

[The following is an extract from the 
aböve-ment ioned artio le, ] 

The photoelectric ooloriraetric ffi.etb.od for the 
determination of sulfur in ooal yields hi$h accuracy, 
high efficiency and  sitrole manipulation,  and the result 
is the sasae a .s"the "firaviaetrioal method. It is suitable 
for the analysis of larp.e samples. 

At present, there are many standard (gra\ritKetric) 
methods ana volumetric methods for the determination of 
sulfur content in coal* Among them, the gravimetric 
method of using barium sulfate is more generally used. 
However, due to the longer time, consumption of this 
method (it takes 12 to 16 hours for each determination), 
it is hard to meet the requirements of a great leap in 
prod-action. The use of colorlmetric method proves that 
it is suitable for the anlaysis of massive samples. 

[The following is the conclusion of 
the above-mentioned article,] 

{1} The coloriaetric method for the determination 
of sulfur content in coal is easy to handle and the re- 
sult is basically the same as gravimetric methods. If 

*J%mm 

* With Comrade Sun Ghlng-ySng 
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the process of Ignition is well arranged (for example, 
samples for the next determination can be weighed or 
ooloriisetric determination of samples from the earlier 
experiment can bs carried out while samples are being 
burnt), 15 samples can be analyzed in one 8-hour day. 

(2) Compared to gravimetric methods9  efficiency 
is increased by 5 times and 4kilowatt-hours of elec- 
tricity saved. Much labor is saved in analytical work 
(for example, the tedious work of washing the beakers " 
twice as in carrying out gravimetric methods). 

(3) The manipulation of this method is a little 
harder than handling gravimetric methods, but the''pro- 
blem can be solved by noting the few experimental 

, . conditions mentioned above. 

9 - 
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TO USS COKE-PULLING- BAR FOR COKE EVACUATION 

Peiüinc", Ho 8, I960, 
Pa?;e 484 

Honan P'ing~ting~shan 
Municipal Coking 
Plant Ho. 1 

«•I«»» 

[The following is an extract from 
the above-mentioned article«] 

Red Flag No 2  coking furnace orginally required 
manual operation for coke scratching. Therefore work- 
ers had to work in the open under a temperature of 
900°C* If coke scratching/is carried out smoothly,, 
it takes 15 minutes for each furnace, otherwise it takes 
one hour more if contraction of the cakes is bad or the 
temperature is low. In that case, too much cool air.en- 
ters the carbonization chamber thus making the tempera- 
ture drop'abruptly and at the same time the furnace is 
set into" extreme vibration. This will reduce the life 
of the furnace and it also crushes the larger coke« 
lumps and thus lowers the rate of caking. 

We have been to »Shih-chia-chuang to see the hand 
operated coke-pushing machine which is very good. How- 
ever, its cost"is too high and for its operation the 
existing furnace door has to be modified, pillars and 
belts have to be added. Much difficulties are involved 
in constructing this equipment, especially for the gas 
collecting pipe built of bricks. Nevertheless it.has 
been inspiring to our factory, Froa pushing coke we 
think of" pulling coke. After many experiments, it is 
proved that this method of pulling coke is simple to 
aoplv and is a good way to solve the problem of manual 
coke"pulling, to increase efficiency and to reduce the 
burden of workers. The success of this experiment has 
a definite significance in prolonging the life of No 2 
simple furnace. 1 

- 10 - 



'       (1) Due to its simplicity, promotion for general 
use is convenient« To construct a set of coke-pulling 
bars costs only about 700 yuan ana there Is no modifi- 
cation of furnace.  It saves, more than 6,000 yuan com- 
pared to the hand-operated coke-pushing machine. Its 
most irrroortant characteristics are its simplicity of 
construction and manipulation and the economy of materi- 
al. 

(2) It is fast to pull and efficiency is high. 
Only 4 minutes are needed'to clear a furnace of coke, 
which is 5 to 10 t:Laos faster than by hand» Because 
of quick evacuation, of coke» the furnace door can be 
closed in time to keep the temperature up thus main- 
taining high, production. 

'(3) The whole cake of coke Is pulled away from 
the carbonisation chamber thus prolonging the life of 
the furnace by reducing vibration«, 

. At present* coke-pulling is still done by work- 
ers and slot bricks must still be placed in the car- 
bonization'chamber, so a longer period of time is re-, 
quired, With gradual nsechaniaation, machines powered 
by electricity can be used for manual labor. In the 
meantime, the' question is how to replace slot brioks 
and .to leave a hole in the bottom of the carbonisa- 
tion .chamber for the coke-pulling bar and how to 
improve the door of the furnace so that the esractjateä 
coke can be as far away from the door aa possible. 

11 
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"HSIEN"  WOOD FOR SHAFTING 
r- 

jl&nsJLlLeh» ' Canton Metallurgical 
Peiping,"lo. o, i960, Industry Bureau 
Page 433 

[The following is 'an extract from - 
the above mentioned article,] 

Due to the high coefficient of. friction for bronze, 
the 250/400 rollin« mill has a short utilization duration 
and high electricity consumption. The balcellte shaft pro- 
duced in Canton has a lower coefficient of friction than 
bronze and a higher degree of hardness and greater com- 
press ive strength than"shafts of the same type made in 
Shanghai.  Destdte this5 its [the Ganton shaft] resist-'. 
an.ee to friction is not yet up to standard and also its 
suo'oly is not adequate. 

The f'al-ch'angg Steel-Rolling Kill in Ganton sug- 
gests the use of "hsien' wood (material used in the con- 
struction of native oil-crushing cisterns) for shafts 
during the oiovement for technological reforms and revo- 
lution. Oil-containing 0hsien" wood is used for making 
shafts in that factory and the results have been fairly 
good. Kot only is the problem of shaft supply solved 
but this also increased"production and lowers costs. 

Co tap are d to bronze shafts the "hsien" wood shaft 
has the following advantagest 

o 

(1) The resistance to friction is good«. Generally 
the life of bronze shafts in the 400 machine is only 120 
hours, in the 250 rolling mill, 150 hours, whereas the 
life of "hsien" wood shafts in the 400 mill is 300 hours, 
in the 250 machine, 360 hours,' which is an increase of 
two-fold. 

(2) Consumption of electricity is reduced. Bronze 
shafts consume 188.5 kilowatts/hour (tu/hsiao-shih),, . •■ 

12 



whereas "hsien"- shafts consume, only .150.0 kilowatts 
per hour. ,  . „Ä ««. ■■      .-n 

. - O) The cost -Is low. A 400/250 rolling mill 
saves 6,000 ka of bronze per year. A bronze shaft costs 
more than 2,700 yuan but a "haien" shaft costs only . 
ß 0 (*) VI? ß.T^' 

Tn oractlce* some "hsien" wood has low oil content 
so It cracks anä 1B worn out after a short period of 

-1 time* Therefore, before sating the shaft, me wood   - h 
should undergo oil' treatment to increase tA© oil con- 
tent and to prolong the- tims for efficient use. 

SUBSTITUTION OP SUGAR BY GYPSUM 
AS A BIFMMO Ä0E1T 

T'i lang T'leäj 
Peloing, No ö, I960, 
Page 489 

•T1 al-kang' Refractory 
Materials Factory 

[The following is an extract from 
the above senttoned article»] 

Organic binding agento are the indispensaole raw 
materials for the production of silicon torioke. Due to 
the raroid advancement of the refractory materials in- 
dustry; such agents are gradually .running out of supply. 
For a"long time, our factory has been using augar^ilute 
and soohora jauonica sap as the binding agent. Ihey are 
very exoensivV and, in addition, because sugar is pro- 
cessed from food,.the purpose of fooj economy is not 
served when nearly a thousand, tons of food are Pressed 
each year» for sugar.- The sap comes from Hopen, Las* 
year oroductlon was hindered due to inadequate supply. 
Although various paper mills collect *' larße amount of 
waste oulo solution, yet the need is still not satisfied 
because the solution is too diluted (specific Suavity 
1 04-1.1* required eueeific gravity is A.23 to l.^U. 

- '*    Owiiw^to inadequate supply of good binding agents, 
the rate of"finished-good production has dropped xrom 
95^ to 9?3. Emphasising this- point, we performed a 

1-3 



1 
series of systematic experiments using soft clay, gypsum 
and sugar, and In some experiments we did rot use bind- 
ing. 8.3enta at all. Results show that on addition of 
one percent of soft clay, although the strength is in~ 
creased, the resistance to fire is lowered. The strength 
is veTj low on the addition of 0,5-0.7;! of aluminum Sul- 
fate» wBricks•without binding agent have the1least 
strength» 'the shape of the product is irregular and there 
arc small holes too. . {-• 

öypsura is the second beat binding agent next to 
susar and it is stronger* The product is complete and 
its chemical and physical properties' are up'to,standard. 
We have tried to mix calcinated lime powder with the 
milk of lime, but because the quickcoagulation of lime 
makes mixing difficult, we have now adopted the method ■ 
of dry mixing«.. When silica powder goes into the wet 
grinder, lime stone powder is added through a 1.5 mm 
tube» After mixing for 2 minutes, other substances are 
added. 

Ac cording to native experience litne stone powder 
is considered bist if it does*not adhere to a dry glass 
rod, if it is slipoery to handle or if it gives a cling- 
ing sound when it foraas a dry plate after treatment 
with water«, Sroerimenta and actual production show 
that a 0..7J& of llae atone can successfully substitute 
for sugar or sophora iaponica asp as binding agents. 
The advantage of using lime atone is its low cost and 
it does not"lower the resistance to fire.  The calcium 
oxide'can also be a mineralization agent, ( The rate of 
finished production can be raised from 92;? to 9&$  and 
more, feat is more important, the resources of gypsum 
are plenty so. that there will be adequate supply for 
continuous and fast production. 

14 
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-7AYS  VCR 1BCRSÄSXHG PRODUCTION  III OUR 
i-IODEP.tf  COKING- FURNACES 

L 

Kan;; T'.ieh, Gh5en Kuo-chu, 
Peinin,«,, rio 

6 
wu- Ookins- Plant 

Page 4OR 

[lb© following la an extract from 
the above mentioned article,] 

During the year of the great leap,'although coke 
production developed tremendously, Jret it is still be- 
hind iron ana steel production. In order to change such ' 
a state of affairs-workers are now trying their best:to 
increase-production, so that'good coke can be made out 
of bad coal, and to' lrjcrsa.se chemical products. In order 
to further the climax of technological reforms, I would 
like to exchange my .•opinion with other workers for the 
sake of mutual inspiration. 

Most of the modern coking furnaces in our country 
consist of coal-pushing, coal-loading, coking and firing 
compartments. There are also furnaces that have coal 
loaded on the top. They all have limitations due to the 
original designs. Although it is possible to increase 
the rotation of the machines, yet if it were to be 
doubled or increased by many times it is limited hy 
the rotation of the motor. Therefore if we want to 
increase production just by shortening the caking time, 
we will be handicapped by the slow rotation of the motor. 
In my opinion, the main targets for technological reforms 
in coking furnaces ares 

(1) Increase coal accommodation:  If the volume 
of the furnace does not change, increase in. coal only 
means increase in heat consumption and not the increase 
in caking temperature nor does it prolong the time for 
caking. Therefore, an increase in coal accommodation 

15 
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helps production only on the basis that there is not 
addition of equipment and no increase in temperature. 
Besides tracing arrangements to see that the furnace 
accommodates coal to'ita fullest, the main idea is to 
raise the Eneciflc gravity of coal lumps. The specific 
«rravity of coal is only half of the specific gravity of 
aolid/'comoact ooal. In other words, in, a lump of. coal, 

, 5o:C of'the* volume is- emoty apace. If we could reduce 
Ithe e^ot^ PUSC^ to 20^,'we would increase tne actual     L 
weight"of coal in each furnace by 5Q^. That is to say 
the amount of coke can be increased by 50;fe. • T,ve might 
do that by aedifln; binding agents such as oil. Besides, 
we could choose the opt imam particle size and water^for 
rrt8xi'«ur« coa'i accommodation BO that-the maximum specific 
I-ravity can he attained without affecting the quality 
of the"coke and other byproducts. 

(2) Shorten the time for caking!  If supervision 
is strengthened» existing; equipment is enough for shorten- 

■ ir>'.? the time by one half or one-fourth of the designed 
indices. However, if the time for caking is shortened 
by'rais-un^ the cakinp temperature, this will not only 
b» handicapped ^ the heat reslstence of the refractory 
bricks but"will also bring trouble to the whole opera- 
tion,  what ia raors important it will lower tne-quality 
snd/anantitr of the chemical products. Therefore, the 
shortening of titne must be carried out only on the con- 
dition that the cakins temperature is neither raised 
nor lowered. I think there are three aspects to con- 
sider in shortening the time of coking.        ' 

(i) Institute drying of coal so that ooal drying 
time' in the furnace is shortened. 

(ii) Increase the evenness and stability of 
the fern-ne^tu^e. Decrease the range for raising the 
temperature so that coke is formed at the lowest poesi- 
hie teir^eralure* 

'"*lili) Try to Increase the heating phase at the 
center o>'*"the cake. Due to the poor conductivity of  heat 
in "coal, at the latter stage of coking a Ions period 
of t.ii»p hap to pass Just for the coke formation at a 
verv'thin layer at the center of the cake. 7,Te can short- 
en the time irr 1.5 to 2 hours if we could think of a 
*oo<3 method of conduct!ns heat- into the core of the 
cake  We could proceed in the following two directions: 
one i« to shorten the time difference between surface 
coke formation and central coke formation by increasing 
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the heat Conductivity of coal, which can fee accomplished 
by the addition- of substances of high conduotivity of 
heat; the other is to direct the hot gas inside the fur- 
nace to pass through the center of the cake so that the 
latter is pre-beated first. 

L 

JEvfS  OP 2.CSCKANIZATI0N AMD AUTOMTIOi-T 
'     IS  RAPIH.Y SPREADING 

Kang_THeh, 
Peiping, 
Page 497 

[The-following are extracts fr 
the above mentioned article. 

from 
1 

The movement for mechanisation in steel-rolling 
shoos is visorouBly developing. Since the opening of 
the" conference for Exchange of Experiences in Small 400/ 
250 Steel-Rolling Shops by the -Ministry of metallurgy in 
December 1959 and the opening of training classes in the 
use of -oulleys (wei~pan), news that the pulleys are being 
used in*steel-rolling «ills comes from everywhere. In 
many units, such as the small, old rolling-mill at the 
Soochow Iron and Steel Plant, the use of pulleys has 
been conroletely realized.  The Nanking Leap Forward Iron 
and Steel Plant has manufactured a simple erect pulley. 
In many factories complete mechanisation is on its way 

■to completion. For example, the Canton Chleh-ho Iron 
and Steel Plant required only, four and one half days to 
completely mechanize a'newly-constructed 400/2o0 rolling 
mill. Productivity was doubled and the number of work- 
ers was reduced from 24 to 9. In Shanghai, there are 
already three mills which do not require manual opera- 
tion. At -present, this movement is continuing to develop. 

#   # • '# 

The Hsin-hu Iron and Steel Factory has developed 
a closed automatic rotating table (chuan-p'an) in its 
shop. Steel inpot when coining out from the roasting 
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furnace to the rolling mill' so es to the proper place 
as required'by-the mill. In the past, four workers 
were needed in each shift to work under high temperatures. 
'All that is needed now is just one worker on the operating 
T>latform. In order to liberate 12 workers from .working 
under high temperatures only one "open hearth" rotating ■ 
tsble of native and foreign combination lias been con- 
structed... Its characteristics are: very high mobility, 
scraps cannot spread ■ out, the main axle can .move up and j- 
down", and the boiler wheel is pressed both on top and 
bottom by bronze shaft«. 

#   -4?   ■$■ . 

The Tunp-hsiansr. Steel Plant Is progressing toward 
semi-mechanization and complete mechanization. Within 
the factory 10 kilometers of light rails have been con- 
structed to realize light transportation. 

Besides linking the 6.5 kilometers, of route irom 
the railwav station to the mine, transportation lines 
for raw materials, by-products and also triangular trans- 
portation lines have been constructed between various 
furnace?. 'Ther« are also transportation lines, .communi- 
cation lines and rotating table lines between various 
resources so that every unit is organically linkeu to- 
gether, Transportation within the factory has been 
changed to a great extent and le kept going continually. 
Efficiency has been raised and labor, is saved. From the 
railway station to the factory, one person used to be 
able to transport only one ton of material per day, but 
not since each person is given a cart, one can transport 
9 or 10 tons. Efficiency has been increased oy 9 times. 
Slag from the 40-cubic meter blast furnace is now carried 
sway by carts so that slag workers have been reduced 
from six to just one, an increase in efficiency of five 
times. .      ' 

From 31 March to 3 April the Cold-Form Steel 
Production On-the-Spot Conference was held in Shanghai 
by the Ministry of Metallurgical Industry« In attend- 
ance were some TO individuals, representing An-^ang 
UnshaS], ten Shang-kang [Shanghai] plants, various .:-, 
metallurgical bureaus of concerned provinces and cities, 
scientific-technological comniiselons, Construction 
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Science Research Institute of the Ministry of Construc- 
tion Engineering, Wel-shu-yen Auto.Repair Plant of the 
Ministry of Railways, Gh'ang-ch'un Automobile plant No, 
"1, Shanghai Auto Plant, Ferrous Metallurgy Design Main 
Institute (Tsuns-yuan), Peiping Iron and Steel Industrial 
Colleges T'ung-chi University, as well as other con- 
cerned enterprises, scientific research organs and de- 
sign de-part ments* 

j       Director Liu of the Iron and Steel Division of  ]_ 
1 the Ministry of Metallurgical Industry emphatically    : 

pointed out that in order to increase the varieties 
of steel and to -practice economy in metals, we must- 
grasp the production of cold-foros steel and must in- 
crease its production. The whole -nation should be 
activated to carry out designing, building, production 

, and research at the same time with the fastest pace and 
with the self-help spirit and the method of combining 
native and foreign, to control this new technical field 
of cold-form steel and to build up a whole system of 
cold-form steel. 

Representatives from Shanghai and 'Anshan spoke 
on their experience in the production of cold-form steel 
and str-in steel. Representatives from Ch'ans-ch'un Auto- 
mobile Plant 1-io. 1 and the Construction Science Research 
Institute talked on their experience in theuse of cold- 
form steel. All the representatives also observed the 
production of cold-form and strip steel. 

After discussions, all the representatives con- 
curred in and understood the main points in the pro- 
duction of cold-form steel: (1) A large amount of metal 
raw materials can be saved? the weight of structures 
can be reduced and the work can be accelerated. These 
advantages are especially obvious in construction and 
in automobile raanufacutre. (2) Varieties of steel can 
be greatly increased because oold-forbing can produce 
cross-sections that cannot be produced by steel which 
is rolled while hot. (3) Small'rolling mills can be 
used for heavy materials thus leaving some larger mills 
for making heavier rails and medium and thick plates. 

Lastly, plans for the distribution of cold-form 
steel, scientific research,increase of varieties, and 
standards of certain types of products were proposed 
and submitted to various concerned units for approval. 

•» 
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ore« As usual desulphurisation and dsoarbonisation are 
carried out" "beforehand. Considering the possibility of 
decarbonisation in chromium ores, we molt the carbon 
'coaroletely and adjust If in such a way that it is about 
0*7$ above the limit. At the latter stage of oxidation 
when sulfur has only less than 0.018$ left it is .added 
to chromium ore and the temperature is raised for the 
extraction of slag. The slag is diluted and is added 

-4 to red-hot chromium ore in separate portions. For     L 
1 every ton of steel 304 kg of iron silicate (45j£) is 

added for deoxygenation, Then coabine a portion of 
tourmaline and carbon powder to mske weak tourmaline. 
After about 15 minutes*, reduce it by silica powder, 
and charcoal powder, and the same alkalinity is main- 
tained. The whole reduction" phase is normal and the 

./ -chromium retention in steel increases vertically. The 
■ decarbonisation by the addition of chromium ore also 
meets the requirement. This proves that although the 
oxygen content in chromium oxide is higher than iron 
ore^yet the decarbonisation value is equivalent to that 
of iron ore 10 minutes before the formation of steel. 
Adjust silicon-manganese-chramJuci as well as the temp- 
erature and steel can be produced by the addition of 
aluminum. This method can be used in areas where iron 
chromate ia in short supply because chromium ore is 
used to make alloy steel, of low chromium content. . Dur- 
ing manufacturing» 65$ of iron chromate can be saved. 
(Wang To«hun„ Ka-an-shan Iron and Stool Company). 

# 

The Ghuns-nan Steel-Rolling Kill at Soochow is 
a locally-operated and poorly equipped small factory., 
The two-roller rolling machine is made up of discarded 
parts. In spite of its small else, it is outstanding. 
The various measuring tapes made of 0.02 mm steel strip 
find their market even in foreign countries. At the 
beginning of I960, under the leadership of the Party, 
workers of the factory paid special attention to the 
hardness of the roller crusher, the regulation of crush- 
ing stress and central heat treatment. They have solved 
the problems of distortion, of elasticity in the roller, 
surface defects, lubrication, and heating system. 
They have heerx  successful in the mass production of No. 
45 medium carbonated steel strip of thickness 0.01 mm, 
width 50 mm and length of 30 meters. The surface is 

■J 
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«nvm'th ard BhiTTi the measurements exact ana both 
•ESSoSy anTharflness Art retirements ^ (Fan Ohlen, 

r 

Ä"£»£» SiauS8r.»i A« "instate). 

4'r * ■ * 

~1 

Recently we have succeeded in using the "surround^" 
*       ^=?   San) of No. 7.5 angle steel in the  3p0 

iK mill and in ■»BüS'rounains-ciia*    ^  8 «6 "■#« 
~    Utilization has been very goad.     (Liu &. un, 

„.    ^"-•'•J-        „.^n T,i.„t. i\iA.  ^ Factory). 
rollitii 
K rail 
ShlShai Son and Steel Plant tfo.  3 Factory), 

L    10,122 • - END - 
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